
The idea that animals can experience love was once anathema to
the psychologists who studied them, seen as a case of putting
sentimentality before scientific rigor. But a new book argues that,

when it comes to dogs, the word is necessary to understanding what has
made the relationship between humans and our best friends one of the
most significant interspecies partnerships in history.  Clive Wynne,
founder the Canine Science Collaboratory at Arizona State University,
makes the case in “Dog is Love: Why and How Your Dog Loves You.”

The animal psychologist, 59, began studying dogs in the early 2000s,
and, like his peers, believed that to ascribe complex emotions to them
was to commit the sin of anthropomorphism-until he was swayed by a
body evidence that was growing too big to ignore. “I think there comes
a point when it’s worth being skeptical of your skepticism,” the
Englishman said in an interview with AFP. Canine science has enjoyed a
resurgence in the past two decades, much of it extolling dogs’ smarts.

Titles like “The Genius of Dogs” by Brian Hare have advanced the
idea that dogs have an innate and exceptional intelligence. Wynne, how-
ever plays spoilsport, arguing that Fido is just not that brilliant. Pigeons
can identify different kinds of objects in 2D images; dolphins have
shown they understand grammar; honeybees signal the location of food
sources to each other through dance; all feats that no dogs have ever
been known to accomplish. Even wolves, dogs’ ancestor species known
for their ferocity and lack of interest in people, have shown the ability to
follow human cues-including, in a recent Swedish study, by playing
fetch. Wynne proposes a paradigm shift, synthesizing cross-disciplinary
research to posit that it is dogs’ “hyper sociability” or “extreme gregari-
ousness” that sets them apart. 

Williams syndrome gene 
One of the most striking advances comes from studies regarding oxy-

tocin, a brain chemical that cements emotional bonds between people,
but which is, according to new evidence, also responsible for interspecies
relationships between dogs and humans. Recent research led by
Takefumi Kikusui at Japan’s Azabu University has shown that levels of the
chemical spike when humans and their dogs gaze into each others’ eyes,
mirroring an effect observed between mothers and babies. In genetics,
UCLA geneticist Bridgett vonHoldt made a surprising discovery in 2009:
Dogs have a mutation in the gene responsible for Williams syndrome in
humans-a condition characterized by intellectual limitations and excep-
tional gregariousness. “The essential thing about dogs, as for people with
Williams syndrome, is a desire to form close connections, to have warm
personal relationships-to love and be loved,” writes Wynne. Numerous
insights have also been gleaned through new behavior tests-many

devised by Wynne himself and easy to replicate at home with the help of
treats and cups. One involved researchers using a rope to pull open the
front door of a dog’s home and placing a bowl of food at an equal dis-
tance to its owner, finding that the animals overwhelmingly went to their
human first. Magnetic resonance imaging has drilled down on the neuro-
science, showing that dogs’ brains respond to praise as much or even
more than food. But although dogs have an innate predisposition for
affection, it requires early life nurturing to take effect.  Nor is the love
affair exclusive to humans: A farmer who raised pups among a penguin
colony on a tiny Australian island was able to save the birds from mau-
rading foxes, in an experiment that was the basis for a 2015 film.

All you need is love 
For Wynne, the next frontiers of dog science may come through genet-

ics, which will help unravel the mysterious process by which domestication
took place at least 14,000 years ago. Wynne is an advocate for the trash
heap theory, which holds that the precursors to ancient dogs congregated
around human dumping grounds, slowly ingratiating themselves with peo-
ple before the enduring partnership we know today was established
through joint hunting expeditions. It’s far less romantic than the popular
notion of hunters who captured wolf pups and then trained them, which
Wynne derides as a “completely unsupportable point of view” given the
ferocity of adult wolves who would turn on their human counterparts.

New advances in the sequencing of ancient DNA will allow scientists

to discover when the crucial mutation to the gene that controls Williams
syndrome occurred.  Wynne guesses this happened 8,000 - 10,000 years
ago, at the end of the last Ice Age, when humans began regularly hunting
with dogs. What makes these findings important, beyond advancing sci-
ence, is their implications for dogs’ welfare, he argues. —AFP
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In this file photo (from left) Meghan, Duchess of Sussex, Britain’s Prince Harry, Duke of Sussex
and Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II pose for a picture during the Queen’s Young Leaders Awards
Ceremony. —AFP

What makes dogs so special? Science says love

Prince Harry and his wife Meghan will
begin their new life outside the royal
inner circle at the start of April, their

spokeswoman said Wednesday, as Buckingham
Palace said it was reviewing the couple’s use of
the “Sussex Royal” label. The couple will for-
mally step down as senior royals from March
31, the spokeswoman said, and will no longer
carry out duties on behalf of Queen Elizabeth
II after that date. They will no longer have an
office at Buckingham Palace-the queen’s
London residence-and will instead be repre-
sented through their British charity from April
1, she added.

Harry, the 35-year-old second son of the
heir apparent Prince Charles, will remain sixth
in line to the throne, with no change in the line
of succession.  The former army officer will
also keep his military ranks of major, lieutenant
commander and squadron leader in the army,

navy and air force, the spokeswoman
announced. He and Meghan, 38, will continue
to be known as the Duke and Duchess of
Sussex, as well as the Earl and Countess of
Dumbarton in Scotland, and Baron and
Baroness Kilkeel in Northern Ireland.

Royal review 
Harry and US former actress Meghan stunned

the family last month by announcing that they
wanted to step back from front-line royal duties.
The couple cited wanting financial independence
as one factor in their decision. But they could be
dealt a blow after it was reported that the queen
could ban them from using the “Sussex Royal”
brand. The couple use the name for their popular
Instagram account and a website set up after
their shock announcement. They also have made
dozens of trademark applications for various
products. —AFP

Queen could stop Harry &
Meghan using ‘royal’ brand

In this file photo Dog lover Neda plays with the strays at the
Vafa animal shelter in the town of Hashtgerd, some 70 kms
west of the capital Tehran. —AFP photos

In this file photo a woman kisses her dog while posing behind a
heart-shaped pastry during a flashmob in Paris.

In this file photo Indonesian dog lover Handoko Njotokusumo
and Ace ride through traffic during their weekend joy ride on a
motorcycle in Surabaya located in eastern Java island.


